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PhD-Project: Situating the director in a theatre of the future

What am I researching ?         

                                                  

                                                 anachronistic models of collaboration applicable today



genealogy of the method / etiology of the format

etiology:      study of causes or origins

             :     studies to determine one or more factors that come together to cause an illness



not mise-en-scène, but rehearsal processes 

as the site of directorial work 



How to document (internal) processes of theatre making for later analysis?  

How to document the distinct and common processes of actors and directors?  







Research Question: 

How does consent work in an actor-director relation ? 

What are models of consent within the actor-director-relation? 
How do they work? Which of them are ethically sustainable? Which of them aesthetically?



Not only to document,  
but to produce an artistic process, with the means of online video.   



Sarah Sandeh, Johannes Maria Schmit and the ensemble are rehearsing „A Streetcar Named Desire”, the 
American classic by Tennessee Williams, charged with volatile content such as domestic violence and sexual 
transgression, in which Sarah is assigned the part of Blanche DuBois, the `glamorous outsider´, dependent on 
the `kindness of strangers´. 
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transgression, in which Sarah is assigned the part of Blanche DuBois, the `glamorous outsider´, dependent on 
the `kindness of strangers´. 

In the course of rehearsals the conflict between the main cast and the director becomes more and more acute 
due to opposed concepts of good collaboration: whilst Sarah upholds that rehearsals have to be mutually 
transgressive for the sake of an idiosyncratic result, Johannes – given the content of the piece – attempts for 
an ethically sustainable, transparent collaboration with the whole ensemble; with special regards to its weaker 
members.  
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The drama culminates when the director is presented with the option of firing the actor playing Stanley 
Kowalski – Blanche´s counterpart – who is obviously not living up to the standard of excellency set by Sarah 
Sandeh.  




